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Abstract
This paper focuses on updating a client’s beliefs about an event
based on information about the different probabilities which various
experts assess for that event. A substantial literature solves this problem when all experts assess their probabilities over the same partitioning of the possible outcomes of an event. But different experts often
think about the same problem in quite different ways. This can lead
to differences in how experts prefer to partition the possible outcomes
of an event. Forcing the experts to use a common partition could lead
to less informative probability assessments. As a result, this paper
presents a new approach for combining probability assessments from
different experts which allows experts to assess their probability assessments across different partitionings.
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Introduction

Decision makers often need to combine probabilistic information from different experts. But sometimes the process of combining this information
is complicated by differences in how the experts think about the events of
interest. For example, suppose an automotive manufacturer has an initial
probability assessment over the various reasons leading some particular customer to have a vehicle serviced. The client wishes to update that prior
probability based on probabilities elicited from the following four experts:
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• One expert has decades of experience in observing customer complaints
and decomposes the reasons for service into such categories as: engine
won’t start, windshield wiper squeaks, low-level vehicle noise, door handle fell off, flashing warning signal on instrument panel, etc.
• A second expert has decades of experience fixing vehicle problems and
decomposes the reasons for service into such categories as: gas cap not
screwed on properly, wires not properly grounded, leaves in the blower
motor, misaligned pins in the ignition switch, etc.
• A third expert has decades of experience designing vehicles and decomposes the reasons for service into such categories as: engine system,
transmission system, fuel system, braking system, steering and suspension system, heating and cooling system, electrical system, etc.
• A fourth expert has decades of experience identifying which organization created the customer’s problem and decomposes the reasons for
service into such categories as: inadequacy in product design, supplier
parts not meeting design specifications, part damaged in shipment to
the assembly plant, wrong parts used in assembly plant, error in part
assembly, inappropriate customer use of vehicle, etc.
This example highlights how categorizations often vary with the expert’s
experience and with the purposes for which the expert uses the categorization. For simplicity, suppose that each customer has their vehicle serviced
for one and only one reason. Then these four different categorizations (or
languages (Keisler and Keisler,1999)) can be used to define four very different partitionings of the possible reasons for a vehicle being serviced. (Thus
for each expert, each vehicle’s reason for being serviced is associated with
one and only one element of that expert’s partitioning.)
There exist well-established formulas for updating the client’s beliefs
given probability assessments from multiple experts (French, 1985; Genest
& Zidek, 1986; Clemen & Winkler, 1999; Predd et al, 2008). These formulas
presume that all experts use the same partitioning, i.e., the same categorization of possible reasons for vehicle service. But each expert’s experience
was based on very different categorizations of reasons for service (and thus
very different partitionings). Hence to apply existing formulas for aggregating expert probabilities, we must require all experts to use a common
partition (and thus a partition involving categorizations different than the
categorizations the experts used during their years of experience.)
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This may make it harder for experts to draw on their previous experience
in assessing probabilities. (Thus an expert experienced with customer complaints might have considerable intuition about the frequency of low-level
noise problems but much less intuition about the frequency of problems due
to leaves in the blower motor.) Reducing the amount of experience used in
assessing probabilities not only makes them less informative but also makes
them less calibrated (Wallsten and Budescu, 1980) and more susceptible
to partition-dependence biases (Fox & Rottenstreich, 2003; Clemen & Fox,
2005; Fischhoff, Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1978; Johnson, Hershey, Meszaros &
Kunreuther, 1993; Fischhoff, Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1978; Fox & Tversky,
1995; Rottenstreich & Tversky, 1997). As a result, this paper allows each
expert to use their preferred partitioning in assessing probabilities.
Allowing the experts to use their preferred partitioning is consistent
with the common practice of making the expert’s assessment task as easy
as possible. Thus Morgan and Henrion (1990, pg.143) write that “in the
process of defining the quantity that will be the focus of the assessment, it is
also important to choose a form corresponding to the nature of the expert’s
knowledge. The expert should not need to engage in units conversion or other
mental gymnastics to answer the questions that will be posed.” In describing
their own elicitation work, Morgan and Henrion (1990, pg.148) also write
that “ we were careful to make it clear to each atmospheric expert that
we were prepared to build a model that reflects his views and that he should
specify the structure with which he felt most comfortable. Thus, for example,
while all experts chose to express their views about average oxidation rates
in terms of first-order rate coefficients, they were explicitly told they need
not do so.”
If the experts are allowed to assess probabilities over their preferred partitions, then a new method is required to aggregate expert probabilities assessed across different partitions. This method will require the introduction
of a detailed partitioning that includes all the expert partitionings as special
cases. It also draws on four important ideas from the existing literature:
• We follow Clemen (1987, pg. 373) in treating experts “as data collectors and summarizers who [have] access to information not directly
available to the decision maker.”
• We use Good (1950)’s method of imaginary results to elicit not only
the expert’s probability assessment but additional information as well.
• We apply Dickey, Jiang and Kadane (1987)’s work on pooling observations from multiple surveys, defined across different partitions, to
3

construct likelihood functions for the information from the experts.
• We use the fact, commonly applied in preposterior analysis, that the
decision maker’s posterior probability, given some information, is uncertain before the decision maker actually receives this information.
We adapt Lindley, Tversky and Brown (1979)’s treatment of a decision analyst as being uncertain about a client’s subjective probability
to define a probability over this uncertain posterior probability.
The next section describes how these four key ideas are used to develop a
formula for combining expert probabilities assessed over different partitions.
The paper closes with an illustration of the approach on an automotive
example.
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2.1

The Aggregation Formula
Experts as Information Sources

Following Clemen (1987), we treat expert k as if the expert’s knowledge
about the occurrence of event E was purely based on recording the number
of instances of event E in a subpopulation (not accessible by the client) in
which there were nk total instances of some event occurring. If the expert
P
observes nk (E) occurrences of event E, then E∈Bk nk (E) = nk . Note that
observing nk (E) occurrences of event E for each E in Bk involves classifying each of the nk observations using one of the categories in the partition.
Hence we could think of the expert as answering a multiple-choice question about each of the nk occurrences (with each possible response to the
multiple-choice question corresponding to a separate category in the partition.) This makes the information collected by the expert analogous to
the information arising from nk surveys. Receiving information from experts using different partitionings then corresponds to receiving information
from different surveys using a multiple-choice question in which the possible
responses to the multiple-choice question are defined differently.

2.2

Eliciting the Expert’s Information

To extract as much information from the expert as would be assessed from
a comparable survey, the decision analyst must infer nk (E) for each E ∈
Bk . A conventional approach to probability assessment might elicit the
expert’s subjective probability, Pk (E), compute nk (E) = Pk (E)nk and then
have the expert assess nk . But since experts do not think of themselves
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as data collectors, they may not be able to meaningfully assess nk . This
reflects the fact that nk (E) and nk are actually hyperparameters of the
expert’s probability which are not observed by the expert at all. Fortunately,
it is often possible to choose reasonable values for the hyperparameters by
appealing to the ‘device of imaginary results’ (Schlaiffer, 1997).
Instead of assessing nk (E) by eliciting the expert’s subjective probability
for event E, our variation on Good (1950)’s device of imaginary results elicits
the answer to the following question:
Suppose you learned of one new case where an event
comparable to event E occurred. Given this new
information, what would be your assessed probability
for event E happening?
Experts can easily understand this question for events analogous to successive flips of a possibly biased coin. But more effort is required to make
the question comprehensible when the ‘event comparable to event E’ is an
unrelated event which, nonetheless, the expert would regard as part of the
same exchangeable series of events as event E.
We elicit expert k’s response to this question for each event E ∈ Bk .
Thus if we were concerned with whether a possibly biased coin, if flipped,
would come up heads, we would ask the subject to both assess the probability
of heads (if he/she had previously observed a coinflip which yielded heads)
and to assess the probability of tails (if he/shey had previously observed
a coinflip which yielded tails.) Define Pk (E|DE ) as the expert’s answer to
this question, i.e., the expert’s assessed probability for event E given an
observation of a comparable event occurring. Since Pk (E|DE ) = (nk (E) +
1)/(nk + 1), we can compute nk (E) using the formula
nk (E)+1 = (nk +1)Pk (E|DE )

where

|B1 | − 1
nk +1 = P
(1)
( E∈B1 PE|DE ) − 1

Note that nk1+1 is the average amount by which the expert changes the
probability assessment in response to a single observation. Since our interpretation of nk (E) in terms of observations is merely a useful fiction, we will
not require that nk (E) be an integer.

2.3

Specifying a Reference Partition

Each expert k has his or her preferred partition Bk . Prior to learning of the
expert information, the client also has a preferred partition, B0 , over which
the client, if requested, would prefer to assess the prior probability. We
now use standard procedures (e.g., Billingsley, 1995) to specify a reference
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partition, B, as the coarsest possible partitioning which includes every event
in any of the expert or client partitions. In the automotive problem, one
element of partition B might be
• the occurrence of low-level vehicle noise (from the first expert’s categorization),
• associated with the climate control system (from the third expert’s
categorization),
• resulting from a failure to design the hood of the vehicle properly (from
the fourth expert’s categorization),
• so that leaves accumulating on the windshield fall into the blower
motor compartment (from the second expert’s categorization).
Appropriately combining this category with other categories gives the event
low-level vehicle noise in the first expert’s partition while combining this
category with different categories gives the event failure arising from product
design, in the fourth expert’s partition.
Since the client’s prior probability, before learning of the expert information, will be most easily defined over the client’s preferred partition, B0 ,
we will focus on the, as yet unspecified, posterior probability that the client
would assess after learning of the expert information. This posterior probability will be defined over B. Because the client is uncertain about the
information the experts provide, the client is uncertain about how the posterior probability will differ from the prior probability. Preposterior analysis
(Berger, 1985) recognizes this uncertainty in determining the kinds of information to collect. For this paper, we wish to view this uncertainty about
the expert information as inducing an uncertainty about the posterior probability (consistent with the suggestions of Mosleh and Bier, 1996).
To quantify this uncertainty, we follow Lindley, Tversky and Brown
(1979) in focusing on this uncertainty from the perspective of the decision
analyst. Specifically, the decision analyst, prior to learning of the expert’s
information, will be uncertain about the numbers that would be elicited for
a client’s posterior probability in a (possible hypothetical) elicitation exercise conducted after the client learned about the expert’s opinions. This
uncertainty reflects both uncertainty about the expert information as well as
uncertainty about any prior beliefs the client may have. Since the decision
analyst’s uncertainty about the numbers arising from the elicitation exercise
satisfy the clairvoyant test, we can meaningfully define the decision analyst’s
subjective probability over the posterior probability, pA , A ∈ B. We assume
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that this subjective probability is a Dirichlet distribution with parameters
n0 (A), A ∈ B0 with the decision analyst’s mean value for pA . In assessing
these parameters, the decision analyst could potentially treat the client in
the same way that experts are treated and use Good’s device of imaginary
observations to elicit values n00 (E) from the client for each E ∈ B0 . In some
cases, the analyst might considering setting n0 (E) = n00 (E) for E ∈ B0 and
n0 (A) = 0 otherwise.

2.4

Updating Beliefs using the Expert Information

Since the information provided by the experts is treated as comparable to
survey information, the problem of aggregating expert information becomes
a problem of pooling information from different surveys. As a result, the likelihood of expert k providing the information nk (E) for each E ∈ Bk (given
the probabilities pA ) can be described by the multinomial distribution:
Y

(P (E))nk (E) with P (E) =

X

pA , A ∈ B

A∈E

E∈Bk

We temporarily assume the experts are independent, i.e., that their observations are drawn from different non-overlapping subpopulations and that the
analyst, based on feedback from the client, does not feel any need to adjust
or weight the expert assessments. These assumptions will be eliminated in
the next section. Then the likelihood of eliciting nj (E) for each E ∈ Bj for
experts j = 1, ..., K given the probabilities pA , A ∈ B, is
K Y
Y

(P (E))nk (E) with P (E) =

k=1 E∈Bk

X

pA , A ∈ B

A∈E

If we define nk (E) = 0 when E 6∈ Bk and define n(E) =
this can be written as
Y

(P (E))n(E) with P (E) =

E⊂B

X

PK

k=1 nk (E),

pA , A ∈ B

then
(2)

A∈E

These likelihood functions are conditioned on pA , A ∈ B.
Multiplying the analyst’s prior by the likelihood function in equation
(2) gives a posterior probability for pA given the expert information, which
is proportional to the probability in equation(2) where n(A) is replaced by
n(A) + n0 (A). This probability is the extended Dirichlet distribution which
Dickey, Jiang and Kadane (1987) introduced for the analysis of missing
survey data. It describes the decision analyst’s revised probability of the
client’s posterior probability pA , A ∈ B.
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2.5

Adjusting for Dependency Among Experts

We now eliminate the assumption of the experts being independent and
also allow the client and analyst to adjust and weight the expert assessments. To do this, we follow common practice (Gelman, Carlin, Stern and
Rubin, 1995) in introducing a prior distribution over the ‘hyperparameters’
n1 (E), ...nK (E) for each E ⊂ B0 and integrating equation (2) over this
distribution. Even though nk (E) is non-negative, we will, for convenience,
assume this prior distribution is Gaussian. (An alternative way of incorporating dependency is to use Wong’s (1998) extended Dirichlet distribution).
Let µk (E) be the mean of nk (E) and C(k,E),(j,E ∗ ) be the covariance between
nk (E) and nj (E ∗ ) for all experts j, k and all events E, E ∗ ⊂ B.
We now rewrite equation(2) as
X

exp(

nk (E) ln(P (E))) with P (E) =

X

pA , A ∈ B

A∈E

k,E⊂B

We integrate this equation over the Gaussian prior to get
exp(

X

X
1
ln(P (E))C(k,E),(j,E ∗ ) ln(P (E ∗ )))
2 k,j,E,E ∗ ⊂B

µk (E) ln(P (E)) +

k,E⊂B

0

X

with PE =

pA

A∈E
K
K
Define µ(E) = K
j=1 C(k,E),(j,E ∗ ) and LE =
k=1
k=1 µk (E), CE,E ∗ =
ln(PE ) so that the expression can be rewritten more compactly as

P

P

exp(

X

X

µ(E)LE +

E,E ∗ ⊂B0

E⊂B

or
X

LE

µE − 12

(P (E))

P

E ∗ ⊂B0

P

X
CE,E ∗
LE ∗ with LE = ln[
pA ]
2
A∈E

CE,E ∗ LE ∗

E⊂B

with PE =

X

pA

(3)

A∈E

Hence the informativeness of the experts decreases as the correlation among
experts increases.
Existing Monte Carlo/Markov Chain techniques, which can be used
(Dickey, Jiang and Kadane, 1987) to estimate the moments of equation (2)
when experts are independent, can also be used to estimate the moments of
the more complicated distribution (equation (3)) when experts are dependent. In this paper, the first moment corresponds to the analyst’s updated
estimate of the client’s posterior probability.
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3

Simple Numerical Examples

3.1

Background for the Example

Suppose we think of the automobile as consisting of three main subsystems:
• A Frame (including wheels, chassis, suspension and brakes)
• A Propulsion System (including engine, powertrain controls, transmission, battery and gas tank) and
• A Body (including seats, doors, windows, body panels, and the instrumental panel.)
Before the early 1960’s, these subsystems were first manufactured separately
and then integrated by mounting the propulsion system on the frame, lowering the body over the propulsion system and finally attaching the body to
the frame.
Now consider three experts (see Figure 1) who have very different ways
of thinking about the vehicle. Expert 1, who might be an engineer, thinks
of vehicles as having three possible problems:
• Problems that can be addressed by fixing (or replacing) components
in the frame,
• Problems that can be addressed by fixing (or replacing) components
in the propulsion system, and
• Problems that can be addressed by fixing (or replacing) components
in the body.
Expert 2, who might be a salesperson, thinks of vehicles as having two
possible problems
• Drivability problems (often due to the frame or propulsion system)
and
• Comfort, convenience and appearance problems (often due to the body.)
We simplify the problem by assuming that comfort, convenience and appearance problems can all be addressed by fixing problems in the body
while drivability problems can all be addressed by fixing problems in the
frame or propulsion system.
Expert 3, who might be an executive, only thinks in terms of the supplier
organization responsible for fixing the problem. In the automotive industry,
9

Expert 1

Expert 1

Expert
Partitioning
of
Vehicle
Problems

Propulsion
Problems
Frame
Problems
Body
Problems

Expert 2

Expert 2

Drivability
Problems
Comfort
Problems

Expert 3

Expert 3

Powertrain
Problems
Body/
Frame
Problems

Figure 1: How 3 Different Experts Partition Vehicle Problems

it is common to have one automotive division responsible for the design
and manufacture of the propulsion system and a second division responsible
for the design and manufacture of body and frame. For example, Honda’s
Powertrain Group manufactures engines for motorcycles, snowblowers and
other products totally unrelated to automobiles. This decomposition, of
course, still represents an oversimplification since companies also have a
general assembly division responsible for assembling the major subsystems
of the vehicle.
But given this oversimplification, expert 3 will categorize problems as
• Problems originating from the Powertrain Division, and
• Problems originating from the Body-Frame Division.
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We use the letters E, F and B to label the propulsion-system-based, the
frame-based and the body-based problems respectively. Then expert 1’s
partition is {E, F, B} while expert 2’s partition is {(E, F ), B} and expert
3’s partition is {E, (F, B)} . Note that every problem occurrence (or event)
in expert 2’s partition (and every event in expert 3’s partition) can be defined
in terms of problem occurrences (or events) in expert 1’s partition. On the
other hand, expert 2 and expert 3 categorize events completely differently,
i..e., none of the problem occurrences definable in expert 2’s partition are
definable in expert 3’s partition.

3.2

Examples

We now consider two examples. In the first example, traditional approaches
(which require that all experts use the same partition) are applicable; in the
second example, traditional approaches are not applicable. Our proposed
approach offers advantages over the traditional approach in both cases.
In the first example, the decision maker is only advised by expert 1 and
expert 2. Expert 1’s information consists of the values n1 (E), n1 (F ) and
n1 (B) while expert 2’s information consists of the values n2 (E, F ), n2 (F ).
(See Figure 2). If n2 (E, F ) is an integer, then, as Appendix I shows, this
information can be used to compute an updated probability for the problem
being a propulsion system problem (labelled E) as well as an updated probability for the problem being a frame problem (labelled F ). We then use
PB = 1 − PE − PF to compute the probability of a body problem (labelled
B). As a result, we find
PE =
PF

=

PB =

1 + n1 (E)
n2 (E, F )
[1 +
]
3 + n1 (E) + n1 (F ) + n1 (B) + n2 (B) + n2 (E, F )
2 + n1 (E) + n2 (F )
1 + n1 (F )
n2 (E, F )
[1 +
]
3 + n1 (E) + n1 (F ) + n1 (B) + n2 (B) + n2 (E, F )
2 + n1 (E) + n1 (F )
1 + n1 (B) + n2 (B)
3 + n1 (E) + n1 (F ) + n1 (B) + n2 (B) + n2 (E, F )

The traditional approach would have required expert 1 to use the same
partition as expert 2. This would have led to estimates of PE + PF and PB
which — depending upon the particular aggregation procedure used — could
be consistent with the estimates of PE + PF and PB given by our approach.
But in addition to assessing PB and PE + PF , our approach leverages the
added information provided by expert 1 to assess both PE and PF .
In the second case, the decision maker is only advised by expert 2 and
expert 3. Thus expert 2 provides information n2 (E, F ) and n2 (B) while ex11

FIRST PROBLEM
Expert 1

SECOND PROBLEM

Expert 2

Expert 2

E

E
(E,F)

(E,F)

F
B

Expert 3

B

B

(F,B)

Figure 2: Two Different Expert Aggregation Problems

pert 3 provides information n3 (E) and n3 (F, B). (See Figure 2.) Appendix
II shows that the updated subjective probabilities for the three possibilities
— using only expert 2 and expert 3 — are:
PE =
PF

=

PB =

1 + n3 (E)
n2 (E, F )
[1 +
]
3 + n2 (E, F ) + n3 (E) + n2 (B) + n3 (F, B)
3 + n3 (E) + n2 (B) + n3 (F, B)
2 (B)+n3 (F,B)
3 (E)+n2 (E,F )
1 + n2 (E, F ) 3+n2+n
+ n3 (F, B) 3+n2+n
2 (B)+n3 (F,B)+n3 (E)
3 (E)+n2 (B)+n2 (E,F )

3 + n3 (E) + n2 (B) + n2 (E, F ) + n3 (F, B)
1 + n2 (B)
n3 (F, B)
[1 +
]
3 + n2 (E, F ) + n3 (E) + n2 (B) + n3 (F, B)
3 + n3 (E) + n2 (B) + n2 (F, B)

Requiring both experts to use a common partition might be especially difficult in this example which could hinder the application of conventional
approaches. But since our approach has prespecified a reference partition
which distinguishes between events E, F and B, the decision maker can
assign a probability to event F — even though none of the experts includes
event F in their partition. As Appendix II notes, this involves first computing an updated probability for E using the information which expert 2
provides for E or F and the information which expert 3 provides for E. A
similar procedure is used to compute an updated probability for B. We then
compute the updated probability for F as 1 − pE − pB .
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4

Summary

A substantial literature describes how to aggregate the probability assessments of different experts. Virtually all of these methods assume that experts define their probabilities over the same partitioning of events. But
in reality, different experts often use different categories in describing outcomes for the same event. (This problem may be especially serious with
large, heterogeneous expert panels (Hoffman et al., 2007) or in web-based
contexts (French et al, 2007).) As a result, it is easier for experts to assess
subjective probabilities over the different partitions corresponding to these
different categorizations. This leads to the problem of aggregating expert
probabilities defined over different partitions.
This paper offers a solution to this problem. This solution will, in general, only be computable algorithmically. But in order to compare our approach to previous approaches — which require that experts all use the
same partition — we examined the formula in two simple cases (based on
the automotive industry.) In both cases, our approach provides more detailed probability assessments than traditional methods. The second case
also provides an example where it could be potentially impossible (or, at
least, rather difficult) to apply traditional approaches. As our examples
show, it is, in fact, possible for the client to gather information about an
event, even if none of the experts directly provides information about that
event. In this case, the aggregation procedure could have helped the client
discover a useful distinction to make in thinking about the decision problem.
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APPENDIX I
Suppose one expert’s partition is the atomic partition {E, F, B} while
another expert’s partition is {(E, F ), B}. Then if K is some positive integer,
the subjective probability (or the mean value) is given by
R

a b c
K
p pE pE pF pB (pE + pF )
R a b c
K
p pE pF pB (pE + pF )

for some values a, b, c, which has the form
K a+j+1 pb+K−j pc
j=0 (j )pE
B
F
R P
a+j b+K−j c
K
p p
pB
j=0 (j )pE pF

Z P

Define

R K 1+a+j b+K−j c
pF
pB
p (j )pE
E[pE |j] = R
K a+j b+K−j c
p (j

)pE pF

pB

which is the mean of qE if we knew that j of the K (E, F ) responses were,
in fact, response E. But
E[pE |j] =

a+j+1
a+b+K +c+3
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Also define
R K a+j b+K−j c
R K 1+a+j b+K−j c
pB
pF
pB
p (j )pE pF
p (j )pE
=
wj = R
R
P
K
pa pb pc (pE + pF )K
(K )pa+j pb+K−j pc
pE

E F B

j=0 p j

E

F

B

But
wj ∝

Γ(a
(K
j )

a+b+2
(K
(K
+ j + 1)Γ(b + K − j + 1)Γ(c + 1)
j )
j )(a+1 )
∝ a+b+K+2 ∝ a+b+K+2
Γ(a + b + K + c + 3)
(a+j+1 )
(a+j+1 )

which is proportional to a beta binomial distribution with parameters a +
1, b + 1, K. Since the mean of j where j has a beta-binomial distribution is
a+1
K a+b+2
, we get the mean of pE as
X
j

a+j+1
wj
a+b+K +c+d+4

=

a + K(a+1)
a+b+2 + 1
a+b+K +c+3

=

a+1
K
a+1
+
a+b+c+K +3 a+b+c+K +3a+b+2

We can use symmetry to infer E[pF ] and deduce E[pB ] = 1 − E[pE ] − E[pF ].
APPENDIX II
We first focus on computing the subjective probability for the second
expert. Using the argument of Appendix I leads to a density proportional
to
(pE + pF )K pc3 paE (pF + pB )J
If K and J are integral, we can write this as
K,J
X

J K−i+a i+j c+J−j
(K
pF pB
i )(j )pE

i=0,j=0

with the mean of pE being
PK,J

K J 1+K−i+a pi+j pc+J−j
i=0,j=0 (i )(j )pE
F
B
PK,J
K−i+a i+j c+J−j
K
J
pF pB
i=0,j=0 (i )(j )pE

As before, we define
R K J K+1−i+a i+j c+J−j
pF pB
p (i )(j )E1
E[qE |ij] = R
K J K−i+a i+a c+J−j
p (i

)(j )pE
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pF pB

and also define
R K J K+a−i i+j c+J−j
pF pB
p (i )(j )pE
wij = P R
K J K+a−i i+j c+J−j
ij p (i

)(j )pE

Thus we can write the mean of pE as
E[pE |ij] =

P

ij

pF pB

E[pE |ij]wij . But

K +a+1
i
K +a+1−i
=
−
K +a+c+J +3
K +a+c+J +3 K +a+c+J +3

Also
wi =

X

(K
i )

P J
j (j )Γ(K + a − i + 1)Γ(i + j + 1)Γ(c + J − j + 1)
wij = P K P J
i (i

j

)

j (j

)Γ(K + a − i + 1)Γ(i + j + 1)Γ(c + J − j + 1)

But
X

(Jj )Γ(i + j + 1)Γ(c + J − j + 1) = Γ(i + c + J + 2)

j

so that
c+a+J+2
(K
(K
i )(c+J+2 )
i )Γ(K + a − i + 1)Γ(c + J + i + 2)
wi = P K
∝ K+c+a+J+3
)
(c+J+i+2
i (i )Γ(K + a − i + 1)Γ(c + J + i + 2)
c+J+2
which is another beta-binomial distribution with mean K a+c+J+3
. Thus
the mean of pE is

P

K +a+1
a+1
K
a+1
i i wi
−
=
+
K +a+c+J +3 K +a+c+J +3
K +a+c+J +3 K +a+c+J +3a+c+J +3
This can be written more simply as
a+1
K
[1 +
]
K +a+c+J +3
a+c+J +3
From symmetry, the mean of pB is
c+1
J
[1 +
]
K +a+c+J +3
a+c+K +3
The mean pF can be computed from 1 − E[pE ] − E[pB ] which gives
c+J+2
a+K+2
1 + K c+J+a+3
+ J a+c+K+3
a+c+K +J +3
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